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v Cyber physics as a new data science

v From conventional physics to physics of cyber

v How conventional physics is discovered

v How we are discovering physics of cyber

v Technical approach

v Applications

v Q&A

Outline
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§ Physics-like laws that govern the dynamics of cyberspace 
o May borrow physical concepts from the study of gasses and fluids, in addition to having its own physical 

properties 

§ Developed as foundational data science
o Persistent laws rather than temporary relations between specific data

§ Both defense and attack applications

§ Provides quality situational awareness data to visualization tools, such as heatmaps and 
selective revelation of information

A New Foundation of Data Science
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Cyber Physics of a Computer Processor
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§ Physical system under analysis: A Container of Gas  
o A large number of molecules, which are constantly in random motion and frequently collide with each 

other 

§ Each molecule behaves according to a small-scale model, which is due to the molecule’s 
subatomic structure 

§ The gas as a whole exhibits physical properties, which are the result of collective 
molecular actions

From Conventional Physics → 
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Discovery of Conventional Physics
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§ Data science based on statistical mechanics can study any physical system, and thus why 
not computing machines? 

§ Cyber space obeys different laws compared to conventional physics, but many underlying 
principles stay the same

§ Cyber space also has laws of its own that are not encountered anywhere else

→ To Physics of Cyber 
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Discovery of Cyber Physics
(Measureable Machine Components)
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§ Modeling
o Encode the inner workings of computing into models that resemble physical matter, while representing 

the physics of cyberspace with high fidelity

§ Explore statistical mechanics similarly to how its was used to study gasses and fluids

§ Develop new physical-matter inspired approaches

§ Guide this research with experimental data obtained via multi-level instrumentation of 
computing 

Overall Technical Approach 
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§ Small-scale decomposition of the physical system under analysis
o Particles, their physical quantities, and how those quantities are related to each other
o Need not be measurable, will be averaged out

§ Macroscopic physical quantities
o Emergent from the collective behavior of particles
o Need to be measurable to be useful

§ Law discovery
o Cyber kinetics to derive via probabilistic examination of particles
o Cyber thermodynamics to correlate macroscopic quantities by empirical experimentation and 

observation

Modeling
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§ Matching Concepts 
o AND, OR, NOT gates as particles in motion
o Liveness in pipelined data path and ctrl
o Particles interact and affect each other
o Emergent mathematical quantities

Example: Modeling of a Computer 
Processor
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§ A fundamental decision in this research

§ Mathematical quantities that capture the dynamics of combinational and state elements 
of functional units in the processor
o ALU, MUX, register file, control unit, instruction and data memory units

§ Should statistically capture at least some of the gate-level behavior of hardware implants

Microscopic Quantities
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§ Another fundamental decision in this research

§ Thermodynamics: heat, temperature, volume, pressure 

§ Kinetics: rates of reaction

§ New mathematical quantities

§ Should be measureable

§ Naturally:
o Conventional physics, i.e. power consumption and electromagnetic emanation
o Hardware performance counters in the processor
o Signals collected via a logic analyzer operating over a JTAG port 

Macroscopic Quantities
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§ Order of instructions and structural hazards

§ Data hazards causing stalls

§ Control hazards

§ Direct or indirect data exchanges

§ Any other factors that exhibit force
o Branch predictions 

§ In general, all factors that affect the execution of an instruction in any of the stages of the 
pipeline

Particle Interactions
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Modeling Illustration in a Small Circuit
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Evolution of Work and Energy
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Holistic Discovery 
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Other Applications: 
Mechanics of Deception
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Other Applications: 
Physics-driven Operating Systems
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Other Applications: 
Cyber Deception Engineering
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Ø Our data science models work with extremely large numbers
o We average over all particles, many millions of them
o We also average over microstates, several millions of them

Ø The volume of data to analyze is also huge even for single machine analyses

Ø A high-performance computing environment is required to obtain meaningful findings in 
reasonable time

Compute-Intensive Models 
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Thank you!


